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THE SIX~POINTED STAR
THE MARK OF THE BEAST
PART II
HISTORY OF THE SIX-POINTED STAR
A. The 6-pointed star is not a Jewish symbol, but an Egyptian symbol which Israel adopted in the
wilderness due to their apostasy
Acts 7:37-43 This is that Moses...to whom our fathers wold not obey, but thrust him from them, and
IN THEIR HEARTS TURNED BACK AGAIN INTO EGYPT... And they made a calf in those days, and
offered sacrifices unto the idol, and rejoiced in the works of their own hands. Then God turned, and
gave them up to worship the HOST OF HEAVEN: as it is written in the book of the prophets, O ye
house of Israel, have ye offered to Me slain beasts and sacrifices by the space of FORTY YEARS IN
THE WILDERNESS? Yea, ye took up the tabernacle of Moloch, and the STAR OF YOUR GOD
REMPHAN, figures which ye made to worship them: and I will carry you away beyond Babylon.
Amos 5:26-27 But ye have born the tabernacle of your Moloch, and Chiun (Remphan) your images,
the STAR OF YOUR GOD, which ye made to yourselves. Therefore, will I cause you to go into
captivity beyond Damascus, saith the Lord...
"The Universal Jewish Encyclopedia declares that the SIX-POINTED STAR...according to the
Rosicrucians...was known to the ancient Egyptians." (Graham, p. 13)
"SIX TRIANGLES...is the Egyptian hieroglyphic for the ...Land of the Spirits." (Churchward, p. 177)
"Ancient Egyptian Seal of Solomon" (Churchward, p. 188)
"In the Astro-Mythology of the Egyptians, we find belief in the first man-god (Horus I) ...and his death
and resurrection as Amsu"
"This (6-pointed star) was the first sign or hieroglyphic of Amsu"
"Amsu - the risen Horus - was the first man-god risen in spiritual form." (Churchward, p. 3, 65, 38)
B. The six pointed star is associated with the worship of Saturn. Therefore, the beast is Saturn (Satan) and his
mark is the 6-pointed star.
Acts 7:43 - Yea, ye took up the tabernacle of Moloch, and the STAR OF YOUR GOD REMPHAN,
figures which ye made to worship them: and I will carry you away beyond Babylon.
Amos 5:26-27 - But ye have born the tabernacle of your Moloch, and Chiun (Remphan) your images,
the STAR OF YOUR GOD, which ye made to yourselves. Therefore, will I cause you to go into
captivity beyond Damascus, saith the Lord...
1. The mark of Cain was worshipped by the Israelites in the wilderness as the star of Remphan,
which Strong’s Concordance identifies as Chiun:
Strong’s #4481 - Rhemphan {hrem-fan'} by incorrect transliteration for a word of
Hebrew origin 3594; n pr m AV - Remphan 1; 1 Remphan = "the shrunken (as lifeless)" 1)
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the name of an idol worshipped secretly by the Israelites in the wilderness
Strong’s #3594 - Kiyuwn {kee-yoon'} from 3559; n pr dei AV - Chiun 1; 1 Chiun = "an
image" or "pillar" 1) probably a statue of the Assyrian-Babylonian god of the planet
Saturn and used to symbolise Israelite apostasy
2. Both Chiun and Saturn are identified as Cain.
“The god of time was Chium in Egypt, or Saturn...and Chium is the same as Cain.” Blavatsky, The Secret Doctrine (897:390)
N.B. Chium is an alternative spelling of Chiun: “...Chium, Chiun kiyyun, khiyun (Hebrew)...”
- Theosophical Glossary (898)
“Chiun is sometimes called Kaiwan, or spelled Khiun, and means star. The star of Saturn was
a god... Sakkuth and Kaiwan or Chiun are objects of idolatrous worship and are Assyrian
gods. In Akkadian texts both names mean the planet or star, Saturn.” (Graham, The SixPointed Star, pp. 28-29)
3. Since Chiun and Cain are linked with Saturn, the planetary name for Satan, the mark of Cain
was the mark of Saturn, a six-pointed star.
Strong’s #7014 - Qayin {kah'-yin} the same as 7013 (with a play upon the affinity to 07069);
TWOT - 2017,2016 AV - Cain 17, Kenite 1; 18 n pr m Cain = “possession” 1) eldest son of
Adam and Eve and the first murderer having murdered his brother Abel n pr gent Kenite
= “smiths” 2) the tribe from which the father-in-law of Moses was a member and which
lived in the area between southern Palestine and the mountains of Sinai
4. The Kenites who claim to have descended from Cain wore the mark of the Tau Cross, the letter
of Saturn, on their foreheads.
"In this overlapping form [the Star of David] is the mark of the double messiah: the
priestly ... messiah and the kingly...messiah. As such it is the only true sign of Jesus, and it
carries the extra meaning as being the representative of the BRIGHT STAR OF DAVID'S
LINE THAT AROSE IN THE MORNING. If the Star of David is a symbol of the unified
messiah-ship of Jesus, it should be the mark of Christianity. Then the question has to be,
what is the symbol of Judaism? The answer is the cross. This is the mark of the 'TAU' and
it is this shape of cross upon which Jesus was crucified. The TAU was the mark of
Yahweh...the Kenites bore ON THEIR FOREHEADS long before Moses came across them
in the wilderness... " - The Hiram Key (162:140-141)
“TAU... [is the] letter of Saturn...” Israel Regardie, The Golden Dawn (153:215)
The Chaldean number for Saturn is 666, suggesting that the mark of Cain was a prototype of the mark of
the beast—the six-pointed star received by those who will worship the god Saturn during the Golden
Age of Saturn , the occult millennium (which will be shortened to 3 1/2 years). Some Jewish sources also
say the mark of Cain was the Seal of Solomon or Star of David. (See: The Six-Pointed Star: It's Origin &
Usage)
C. In ancient pagan mythology, Saturn ruled over the pre-Flood kingdom of Atlantis and became the divine
ancestor of all earthly patriarchs and kings.
"Chronos, or Saturn, Dionysos, Hyperion, Atlas, Hercules, were all connected with 'a great
Saturnian continent;' they were kings that ruled over countries on the western shores of the
Mediterranean, Africa and Spain. One account says: 'Hyperion, Atlas, and Saturn, or Chronos, were
sons of Uranos, who reigned over a great kingdom composed of countries around the western part of
the Mediterranean, with certain islands in the Atlantic. Hyperion succeeded his father, and was then
killed by the Titans. The kingdom was then divided between Atlas and Saturn --Atlas taking Northern
Africa, with the Atlantic islands, and Saturn the countries on the opposite shore of the Mediterranean
to Italy and Sicily.' (Baldwin's Prehistoric Nations," p. 357.)...
"The period of Saturn's government was sung in later days by poets as a happy time, when sorrows
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were unknown, when innocence, freedom, and gladness reigned throughout the land in such a
degree as to deserve the title of the Golden Age." (Murray's Mythology," p. 32.)
D. The Six-Pointed Star is engraved on the Talisman of Saturn which is used in ritual magic.
TALISMAN OF SATURN
"On the first face is engraved...a pentagram or a star with five points. On the other side is
engraved a bull's head enclosed in a SIX-POINTED STAR, and surrounded by letters
composing the name REMPHA, THE PLANETARY GENIUS OF SATURN, according to
the alphabet of the Magi." (Christian, p. 304-5)

Talismans of the Magi
"Theophrastus Paracelsus revived, in the XVIth century, the ancient doctrine of Talismans,
which he claimed to be able to use successfully in the treatment of illnesses and accidents.
This medical doctrine, derived from the Cabala, or secret tradition of the Jewish rabbis,
was said to be borrowed from the ancient occult sciences of Chaldea and Egypt. The
talisman (tsilmenaia) signifies an image, a figure, and was engraved in the form of an
emblem or symbol on metals consecrated to the genii of the seven planets. This magical
task had to be carried out at a fixed time of a certain day, with the firm intention of
attracting to the talisman the beneficent influence of the genius which was invoked,
whether for health or any other protective measures...
The Talisman of Saturn
Talisman of Jupiter
The Talisman of Mars
Talisman of the Sun
Talisman of Venus
The Talisman of Mercury
The Talisman of the Moon
"These are the principal Talismans whose traditions have been preserved for us by the
most ancient monuments of the highest magical art and by the most reliable archaeologists
in this type of research. These talismans are recommended under the name of Teraphim by
the Hebrew Qabalists of the Middle Ages, who replace the names of the planetary Genii of
Egypt by those of: Oriphiel (REMPHA), Zachariel (Pi-Zeus), Samael (Ertosill), Michael (PiRh3), Anabel (Suroth), Raphael (Pi-Hermes) and Gabriel (Pi-Ioh). These Cabalists add
another seven talismans to which they attribute the power of conjuring the influence of
seven demons who, according to their doctrine, share with the seven planetary angels the
government of the divine creation. Against the angel of Saturn they set the demon Nabam;
against the angel of Jupiter the demon Acham; against the angel of Mars the demon
Nambroth; against the angel of Venus the demon Lilith or Naemah; against the angel of
Mercury the demon Astaroth or Tharthac; and against the angel of the Moon the demon
Sathan, See Judges xvii and xviii in the Bible. The Teraphim appear to correspond to the
serpent images or seraphim. which in turn are said to derive from the Kabeiri Assyrian
divinities worshipped at Hebron (Beni Anak). The Daimons or male spirits of the planets
are now given by esoteric students of the Qabala as: Adonai=sun, Evoe=Moon.
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Saba=Mars, Astaphoi=Mercury, Eloi=Jupiter. Ouraioa=Venus and Ilde-baoth, or according
to the Orphites JAHWEH=SATURN."
"Now, the name SATURN in Chaldee is pronounced Satur; but, as every Chaldee scholar
knows, consists only of four letters, thus - Stur [ed. Star?]. This name contains exactly the
Apocalyptic number." (Hislop, p. 269)
S = 060
T = 400
U = 006
R = 200
= 666
"Sri Aurobindo, a Hindu guru well-known in the New Age affirms that SATURN IS
REPRESENTED BY THE NUMBER 6… because the planet Saturn is 6th of the nine planets
in distance from the sun." (Marrs: Mystery Mark, p. 68)

E.

Noah was worshipped as Saturn, Oannes and the Philistine god, Dagon -- all Fish-gods.
"...Noah is celebrated...by the name Saturn, 'the hidden one'," --for that name was applied to him...on
account of his having been 'hidden' in the ark, in the day of the Lord's fierce anger,'--or
'Oannes,'..." (Hislop, p. 136)
"Out of (the) deluge emerged DAGON, the fish-god, or GOD OF THE SEA… In the secret mysteries…
they sought to regain their influence and power by scenic representation… of the flood, in which
NOAH was introduced under the name DAGON." (Hislop, p. 243-44)
"...Dagon or Oannes, a half-human, half-fish combination who was known as the 'Lord of the
Flood',...was said to rise out of the sea every day to teach his secret knowledge to those who followed
him. He is mentioned in Samuel, Chapter 5, when the Philistines capture the Ark of the Covenant and
place it in the Temple of Dagon. Two nights later, 'Dagon was fallen upon is face to the ground before
the Ark of the Lord; and the head of Dagon and both the palms of his hands were cut off upon the
threshold; only the stump of Dagon was left to him.' It is this character upon which Satan or Lucifer is
based, but the physical description attributed to him applied to an entire race of 'gods', or as they
were described in the Bible, Nephilim, or Fallen Angels, the 'Great Old Ones'..." (Twyman)
1. Dagon, the Fish-god, is associated with the forehead and hands, the location of the mark of the
beast.
Note: Dagon's crown is the top of a 6-pointed star.

Rev. 13:1 - And I saw the BEAST RISE UP OUT OF THE SEA
Rev. 13:16 - …a mark IN THEIR RIGHT HAND, OR IN THEIR FOREHEADS
I Sam. 5:4 - And when they arose early on the morrow morning, behold, Dagon
was fallen upon his face to the earth before the ark of the Lord; and the HEAD
OF DAGON AND BOTH THE PALMS OF HIS HANDS WERE CUT OFF upon
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the threshold; only did the stump of Dagon was left to him.
2. In the mystery religions, both the forehead and hands were tattooed during rites of initiation.
(Reason Dagon's hands and head were cut off.)
Concerning Mithraism: "INITIATION was performed by two dignitaries, who possessed
the title of Father and Herald. After the ceremony (the initiate) would be considered the
brother…of the other initiates and the son of the Father… In order to be recognized by the
Father, he has to be TATOOED, in other words, BRANDED ON BOTH HANDS… On
portraits of emperors, these TATTOO MARKS are clearly visible, but ON THE
FOREHEAD, IN PLACE OF THE HANDS." (Vermaseren, p. 131)
The tattoo bonds the initiate with the entity symbolized by the tattoo and enables him to communicate
with that demonic power.
"In some pictures of a tattooed man we are faced by a permanent prayer to and
identification with the heavenly powers, at the same time as a basic means of
communication with them. Such is the most generalized meaning of tattooing bestowed in
consequence of a rite of initiation which allows this communication to take place. At the
same time, this initiation is a rite of admission into a social group and the tattoo is the
PERMANENT MARK OF THAT INITIATION, the badge of the tribe.
"All in all, tattooing belongs among symbols of identification and is interfused with all
their magic and mystic potency. Identification always carries a double meaning: it tends to
invest the individual concerned with the properties and strength of the CREATURE OR
THING TO WHICH THAT PERSON IS ASSIMILATED and, at the same time, to
immunize the latter against its potential power to cause harm. This is why tattoos depict
dangerous creatures such as serpents or scorpions, or animals which are symbols of
fertility, such as bulls or of power, such as lions, and so on. Identification also carries a
SENSE OF SURRENDER OR EVEN OF CONSECRATION to whatever the tattoo
symbolically depicts. It then becomes a BADGE OF FEALTY." - Chevalier's Dictionary of
Symbols
3.

The six-pointed star was used in mystery religion initiation rites.
"In an ancient book on numbers the INITIATE is defined as 'the one who has experienced
and expressed 666 and found it naught; who has dropped the 6 and become the 66, and
thus found himself on the Way; later, again, he drops the 6 and becomes the PERFECTED
6-FORM, the instrument and expression of spirit." (Bailey: Rays and Initiations, p. 80)
"This is the sign with which the Magus DECORATED HIMSELF when he has reached the
HIGHEST DEGREE OF INITIATION" (Christian, p. 110-111)
The Crown of the Magi

F. King Solomon reintroduced the 6-Pointed Star to the Kingdom of Israel.
1. The Talisman of Saturn became known as the Seal of Solomon.
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“…Solomon’s blatant idolatry had angered the Lord to the point of bringing about
the division of the kingdom of Israel. Part of the evidence is the six-pointed star, which
was called the Seal of Solomon from then on. Let us investigate those false gods with
which he was involved.
“First mentioned was ASHTORETH, otherwise called ASTARTE, the word meaning
STAR.
“II Kings 23:13 is explicit: ‘And the high places that were before Jerusalem, which
were on the right hand of the mount of corruption, which Solomon the king of Israel had
builded for Ashtoreth the abomination of the Zidonians, and for Chemosh the
abomination of the Moabites, and for Milcom the abomination of the children of
Ammon, did the king defile.’…
“King Solomon built an altar for Ashtoreth, worshipped her, and also practiced
Moloch rituals. It was at this time that the HEXAGRAM OR SIX-POINTED STAR CAME
TO BE CALLED THE SEAL OF SOLOMON...
“…the Seal of Solomon or six-pointed star, or hexagram…was considered an ALLPOWERFUL TALISMAN especially when accompanied by the Hebrew Yod…It was
also combined with the Tau cross, or Crux Ansanta in the center...
“…How do the dictionaries define ‘hexagram’? ‘The root word hex is defined as (1)
an evil spell, (2) a witch (v.t. to bewitch)’ (Funk & Wagnall’s Dictionary)...
“Solomon’s Seal was accepted as occult by the occult world. King Solomon was
deeply involved in witchcraft and occultism. According to The Sorcerer’s Handbook, ‘King
Solomon, traditionally known as an arch magician, used a spell to banish infernal beings
sent by the king of demons to extract human hearts… [The names of the demons are
then given.]’... (Graham: 24-5, 29, 32)
2. The Seal of Solomon is a graphical representation of 666, the number of the Beast, and Solomon is the man
whose number is 666:
“Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it
is the number of a man; and his number is SIX HUNDRED THREESCORE AND SIX.
”(Rev. 13:18)
“Now the weight of gold that came to Solomon in one year was SIX HUNDRED THREESCORE
AND SIX talents of gold...” (1 Kings 10:14)

Image of the Seal from Eliphas Levi's Transcendental Magick

“The fundamental doctrine of magic (more correctly, magick) is phallicism. New life is
created by the act of generation (the argument runs): therefore the life force is generated by
the sexual forces, the union of male and female elements. As represented by the two
opposing equilateral triangles:






The triangle with the broad base up is the male principle (spirit of fire - red) Jehovah
White and positive.
The triangle with the broad base down is the female principle (spirit of water - blue)
Jehovah Black and negative.
The symbolic representation of which is sexual union.

(Interestingly enough you will notice that the emblem is made up of three pairs of
triangles with their apexes touching. Each pair collectively represents the number 6, which
qualifies the whole symbol as a graphical representation of 666.” (“Sects, Symbolism &
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Mark of the Beast”)

“Solomon's Seal. The symbolical double triangle, adopted by the Theosophical Society and
by many Theosophists. ...the pentagram is the triple triangle--the six-pointed star being the
hexalp ha (See 'Pentacle'... The way a triangle points determines its meaning. If upwards, it
means the male element and divine fire; downwards, the female and the waters of matter;
upright, but with a bar across the top, air and astral light; downwards, with a bar--the
earth or gross matter, etc.” - H.P. Blavatsky, Theosophical Glossary
3. Solomon used his Seal ring to communicate with evil spirits.
"The legend that Solomon possessed a seal ring on which the name of God was engraved
and by means of which he controlled the demons is related at length in Git. 68a, b. This
legend is especially developed by Arabic writers, who declare that the ring, on which was
engraved 'the Most Great Name of God,' and which was given to Solomon from heaven,
was partly brass and partly iron. With the brass part of the ring Solomon signed his
written commands to the good genii, and with the iron part he signed his commands to the
evil genii, or devils. The Arabic writers declare also that Solomon received four jewels
from four different angels, and that he set them in one ring, so that he could control the
four elements. The legend that Asmodeus once obtained possession of the ring and threw
it into the sea, and that Solomon was thus deprived of his power until he discovered the
ring inside a fish (Jellinek, 'B. H.' ii. 86-87), also has an Arabic source (comp. D'Herbelot,
'Bibliothèque Orientale,' s.v. 'Soliman ben Daoud'; Fabricius, 'Codex Pseudepigraphicus,' i.
1054;... The legend of a magic ring by means of which the possessor could exorcise demons
was current in the first century, as is shown by Josephus' statement ('Ant.' viii. 2, § 5) that
one Eleazar exorcised demons in the presence of Vespasian by means of a ring, using
incantations composed by Solomon Fabricius (l.c.) thinks that the legend of the ring of
Solomon thrown into the sea and found afterward inside a fish is derived from the story of
the ring of Polycrates, a story which is related by Herodotus (iii. 41 et seq.), Strabo (xiv.
638), and others, and which was the basis of Schiller's poem 'Der Ring des
Polykrates.'" (Jewish encyclopedia)
4. Solomon's Seal is used as a talisman by all occultists.
"Pentacle. (Gr.). Any geometrical figure, especially that known as the double equilateral
triangle, the six-pointed star (like the theosophical pentacle); called also Solomon's Seal
and still earlier 'the sign of Vishnu'; used by all the mystics, astrologers, etc." (Blavatsky,
Theosophical Glossary)
G. The Mark of the Beast will be the symbol of the "Beast out of the Sea" with 7 heads, which will be the
earthly counterpart of Satan, the 7-headed Dragon.
"And there appeared another wonder in heaven; and behold a GREAT RED DRAGON,
HAVING SEVEN HEADS and ten horns… And the great dragon was cast out, that old
serpent, called the Devil, and SATAN…" - Rev. 12:3, 9
"The 7-headed dragon and BEAST OF THE BOOK OF REVELATION… have their origin
in the 7-headed serpent which is MENTIONED IN THE PYRAMID TEXT." (Churchward,
p. 210)
"It is 'SATAN who is the god of our planet and the only god'… In the order of divine
evolution SATURN (SATAN), astronomically, 'is the seventh and last in the order of
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macrocosmic emanation'" (Blavatsky, p. 234, quoting Dr. A. Kingsford: Perfect Way,
Appendix: The Secret of Satan)
"The SATURNIAN SPIRIT, 'SATAN' …ensouls the Third great major or Primary Ray of
Deity." (Marrs: Mystery Mark, p. 69, quoting Vera Stanley Alder)
"And I…saw a beast rise up out of the sea, having SEVEN HEADS and ten horns." Rev.
13:1
“It was the Arcadian legacy that was responsible for the the mysterious sea beast - the
BISTEA NEPTUNIS - as symbolically defined in the Merovingian ancestry. The relevant
sea-lord was King Pallas, a god of old Arcadia. His predecessor was the great Oceanus.
The immortal sea-lord was said to be ‘ever-incarnate in a dynasty of ancient kings’ whose
symbol was a FISH...” (Bloodline of the Holy Grail, p. 175)
"Between the 5th and 7th centuries the MEROVINGIANS ruled large parts of … France and
Germany… The ruler from whom the Merovingians derived their name is…Merovee…a
semi-supernatural figure worthy of classical MYTH… His name… echoes the French word
of… SEA… Merovee's mother supposedly went swimming in the OCEAN. In the water
she is said to have been seduced and/or raped by… a BEAST OF NEPTUNE." (Baigent, p.
396)
"The Merovingian dynasty - male line (are) descendants of the FISHER KINGS." (Gardner,
p. 163)
H. The 7 heads represent the 7 kings of 7 Gentile world kingdoms controlled by Satan which have
conquered Israel.
"And here is the mind which hath wisdom. The seven heads are…SEVEN KINGS: 5 have
fallen, and one is, and the other is not yet come: and when he cometh, he must continue a
short space. And the beast that was, and is not, even he is the EIGHTH, and is of the seven,
and goeth into perdition." - Rev. 17:9-11
1. The 7 Gentile world kingdoms worshipped the "beast out of the sea" in the form of a Fish-god
who ruled the pre-Flood world (Atlantis).
a.

"5 have fallen"
1) Egypt
"Horus I represents the soul of life, which came by water to a dried up world…
Here the FISH…was a sign of his incorporation in matter… Horus came by
water as Ichtus the FISH before there was a boat or Ark… The inundation (of
the Nile) was the source of the life of Egypt. It was her annual salvation, and
Horus…the Fish-man, was her Saviour." (Churchward, p. 420-21)
2) Babylon
"In Babylon, Capricorn symbolized the dual life of Ea, a god often shown
walking in a great FISH-SHAPED cloak with the head of a FISH over his own
head… It was said to have come from the OCEAN to teach men how to live."
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3) Assyria
"In the great Assyrian temple of Assur…stood a large stone ritual basin
dedicated to the god OANNES… Flanking him are 4 FISH-CLAD
priests." (Johnson, p. 243) In an etching of "Assyria, 7th century BCE: FISHCLAD priests." (Johnson, p. 245)

4) Medo-Persia
"DAGON…under the name 'MITHRA', was worshipped." (Hislop, p. 264)
"In Mythraic mysteries, SATURN was the Sun God." (Springmeier, p. 160,
quoting Manly P. Hall)
5) Greece
"Jerome calls DAGON…FISH of sorrow which goes far to identify that FISHGOD with Bacchus." (Hislop, p. 114)
b.

"One is" - Imperial Rome
1) The Roman god Saturn, known as Chronos to the Greeks, was the king of
Atlantis.
"SATURN wandered to Italy, where he ruled as king in the Golden Age and
gave the name SATURNIA to the country." (Encyclopedia Britannica, "Saturn,"
p. 231)
"Uranos was deposed from the throne [of Atlantis], and succeeded by his son
CHRONOS...
"We have seen Chronos identified with the Atlantic, called by the Romans
the 'CHRONIAN SEA.' He was known to the Romans under the name , and
ruled over 'a great SATURNIAN continent' in the Western ocean." - 635:300-301

c.

"One is yet to come" - Papal Rome
"About the very time when the Bishop of Rome was invested with the pagan
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title of Pontifex, the Saviour began to be called ICHTHUS, of 'THE FISH',
thereby identifying him with DAGON." (Hislop, p. 215)
"The two-horned mitre, which the Pope wears…is the very mitre worn by
DAGON." (Hislop, p. 215)

2. The Kings who were controlled by Satan.
a.

King of Tyre

Ezek. 28:2 Son of man, say unto the prince of Tyre, Thus saith the Lord God; Because thine
heart is lifted up, and thou hast said I am a God, I sit in the seat of God, in the midst of the
seas; yet thou are a man…
Ezek. 28:12 Son of man, take up a lamentation upon the king of Tyrus… Thou hast been in
Eden the garden of God; … Thou art the anointed cherub that covereth…
b.

King of Egypt

Ezek. 29:3 … Thus saith the Lord God; Behold, I am against thee Pharaoh KING OF
EGYPT, THE GREAT DRAGON that lieth in the midst of his rivers.
"In the Pyramid texts the king was regarded as the SON AND EMBODIMENT OF THE
SOLAR DEITY. In this capacity he was the EARTHLY REPRESENTATIVE and high priest
of his heavenly Father Re - A GOD IN HUMAN FORM." (James, p. 2)
c.

King of Babylon

"In Babylonia the…ruler…was regarded as actually the MANIFESTATION OF THE
DEITY." (James, p. 7)

I. Eighth Beast - The Kingdom of Israel under the Merovingian False Christ, who will rule as the reincarnated
King Solomon over the Gentile world.
1. Replica of King Solomon's Sword (Bonilla Archaeological Research)
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2. The insignia of the Merovingian Dynasty is the Six-Pointed Star.

Coat of Arms of Rennes-le-Chateau
(Merovingian castle) in the South of
France. {Holy Blood, Holy Grail, 29:396}

“Window at Alet Cathedral, near Rennes le Chateau,
in the shape of the Star of David.” {Holy Blood, Holy
Grail, Ill. 34; Quantum Future Group)

3. The Rothschild insignia, the Six-Pointed Star, became the Zionist symbol which adorns the
flag of Israel.
“Finally, the State of Israel was created by the United Nations in 1948. Its symbol, the
six-pointed star, adorns the Israeli Knesset and flies on the flag of Israel.
“In retrospect, the six-pointed star was an Egyptian occult symbol which KING
SOLOMON adopted when he went into idolatry and witchcraft and built an altar for
Ashteroth (star). It was seen in Arab associations with Jews (and these were obviously
cabalists) till the 16th century and the influence of the Cabalist Isaac Luria to the 17th
century when Mayer Amschel Bauer used it on his door. Then he changed his family
name to Rothschild…incorporating it into his family’s coat of arms. Finally, it became
the insignia for ZIONISM.” (Graham: 24-5, 29, 32, 51-2)
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Part III: Present Uses of the Six-Pointed Star
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